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SYNOPSIS 

 

 

 

Jude Bonner is a young Christian man in high school growing up in rural  

Minnesota in the 1990’s with a dream of owning a team of Percheron  

draft horses. Follow him as he works toward that goal with the help of  

his family and his neighbor, Quin Olson a Minnesota bachelor. Jude  

ends up with two young Percheron foals Pete and Joe, in a very unusual 

 way. Jude struggles with sleep deprivation, exhaustion, and doubt as  

he fights to keep his foals alive. Follow the bond that is built between  

Jude and his colts during the ups and downs of training them. Pete and  

Joe show their love and respect for Jude when asked to perform some  

extraordinary feats of strength. Jude’s faith is tested by classmates,  

Greg Shants and Judy Clemons, who are out to make his life miserable.  

Forgiveness is not one of Jude’s strongpoints. How does Jude react  

when God keeps placing Judy Clemons and Greg Shants, his arch  

enemies into Jude’s life. Like when she needs her car pulled out of the  

snowy ditch and Jude, Pete, and Joe are the only ones that can. Or  



stealing a job away from Jude, an unfair ice hockey game, a forced dip  

into ice cold slough water. God has different plans for Jude then what  

he thinks. Can Jude forgive Judy as God asks him to help lead Judy to  

Christ? Judy accepts Jesus Christ as her personal Lord and Savior as  

Jude takes her on a sleigh ride with Pete and Joe. Believe it or not Jude  

ends up taking Judy to senior prom. Do you see love in the air? Greg 

 Shants and his buddies have different plans for Jude during prom with  

a fist fight in the back hallway. Will God give Jude the strength to  

prevail? 


